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DIGITAL is the future, print’s on life support, and that’s the
state of design in the 21st century. That’s the impression you
get from many magazines and websites today, which is a real
shame because some of the most rewarding design projects use
several different media to tell their stories most effectively, each
reinforcing the other. Cross media is very much the present and
future of our world.
That’s why the VMA Storyboard website (vmastoryboard.com)
was launched earlier this year, and why we’re bringing you some
of the finest examples of cross-media design in this, the premiere
issue of Storyboard magazine.
We’re proud to bring you some of the true luminaries in their
respective fields, including an interview with Turner Duckworth’s
David Turner regarding their Grammy-winning Metallica
packaging (page 18) and MINE’s Christopher Simmons
on creating the branding of San Francisco’s
Roostertail restaurant (page 22).
What also makes this premiere issue of Storyboard
so special are the “extras” you'll find throughout the
magazine. Through the power of augmented reality, the
pages come to life with videos and interactive links to
websites that tell more of the story.
Plenty of zzz’s were sacrificed to ensure this first
issue of Storyboard is the very best it can be. So go
on, get reading!
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XMPie Circle helps you manage 1:1 multichannel marketing campaigns
during all stages of development. From planning to creation and on to
deployment and performance monitoring - Circle will help you visually
articulate the content and structure of campaigns that drive superb
results. Enable Drip Marketing by automating campaign workflows
through scheduling and conditional logic on recipient
profiles and behavioral data and watch your response
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See Storyboard come to life! Thanks to the power of
augmented reality, Storyboard is more than just a print
magazine. Download the Junaio mobile app for your
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free app available at Apple’s App Store or Google Play.
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ABOUT THE COVER
WE GOT PLUCKY (in the
design-sense of the word
only!) on this inaugural issue
of Storyboard. Printed with
soy-based inks in four-color
process plus a special-effect
coating treatment, the cover
has a rustic vibe that perfectly
complements Mr. Rooster’s
feathered identity.
If you turn the magazine a
little in the light, you’ll notice a
gorgeous wood-grain pattern.
The talented craftspeople at
Sacramento-based Commerce
Printing (commerceprinting.
com) created that with a strike-

SOCIAL MEDIA
EXPLAINED

through varnish.
How’d they cock-a-doodledo it? They revved up their
Mitsubishi 6-color with coater,
laid down a spot dull varnish
(dull goes on all elements
except the wood-grain
pattern), while simultaneously
applying an overall gloss
aqueous coating.
Why’d we do it that way?
So we could crow about the
visual beauty of our New Leaf
Reincarnation Matte Cover
while adding a little shiny
counterpoint to interest your
eyes.

Coffee
Edition
Facebook –
I like coffee.
Twitter – I am
drinking #coffee.
Google Plus – I am
a Google employee
who drinks coffee.

One Cool Bummer
of a Campaign

TECHNOWEB

6%

of people who've clicked "like" on
your company page actually receive
your business' updates in their feed.
That means if you have 1,000 Facebook
followers, only 60 have the faintest
idea of what you’ve been up to lately.
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SOMEWHERE between cat videos and memes of babies with
drawn-on eyebrows, something pretty important has begun to
change with the Internet over the last few months. At last count,
175-plus Web address endings, or “domains,” were added to the
usual .com and .org variety. And more—many, many more—are
expected to join them.
Long story short: This could fundamentally
For an
updated
change the way you work online content into
list of new URLs
your cross-media campaigns.
visit http://bit.
ly/1h7TgpN.
Let’s say your client is a discount real-estate
company in Los Angeles. As part of your overall
marketing strategy, you can get them a brand-new Web address:
LAhousesonthe.cheap. Have another client that rents out trucks
in Reno? How about RenoTruck.rentals?
These new URLs also lead to an interesting strategy question:
If you can come up with a pithy, easy-to-remember Web address,
do you necessarily need to use QR codes to get people to the
main website anymore?

¥

COFFEE CUP: 123RF

ONLY

theweb’schangingandwhy
youshouldcare.com

Between global warming, untamed development and a
propensity for assassinating our fellow Earth dwellers, you
probably won’t be surprised to learn that there are only 400
Sumatran tigers on the planet.
To highlight this catastrophe (resist the pun, please),
marketing firm DDB New York teamed with The
Smithsonian's National Zoological Park and Conservation
Biology Institute for an inspired cross-media campaign for
Earth Day (April 22).
“Sumatran Tiger” (aka “Endangered Song”), an unreleased
song by Alaskan indie rock band Portugal. The Man (the
grammarian-baiting punctuation is their own), was lathe
cut onto 400 polycarbonate records, with one each sent to
400 actors, artists, bloggers, social media “influencers” and
wildlife conservationists.
The gimmick: If the song is
To hear the “Endangered
Song,” hence helping save it
not digitized from the analog
from extinction, scan or visit
recordings and shared online, the
http://bit.ly/PMkw CP.
song, like the tigers, will gradually
be lost to history. To keep this from
happening, recipients were encouraged to record the track
digitally and upload it to sites like YouTube and Reddit and,
bless ’em, Myspace.

LinkedIn – I am good
at drinking coffee.
YouTube – Watch
me drink coffee.
Pinterest – Here is a
collection of pictures
and recipes of coffee
drinks.
Foursquare – Here
is where I drink
coffee. I come here
a lot. I’m the mayor.
Instagram – Here is a
vintage picture of me
drinking coffee.

Summer 2014
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Scan this page to
watch the Storyboard webinar on AR.

WHO USES AR?

The automotive industry was one of the earliest
adopters of augmented reality. By visualizing virtual components in a physical space, augmented
reality allows the auto industry to prototype
new models and factory assembly lines to show
discrepancies in design or size. Augmented reality
replaces the need to create physical prototypes
early in development.
But augmented reality doesn’t stop there.
Companies have been exploring augmented
reality applications for years. In 2009, leading
toymaker the Lego Group released the first instore Digital Box, allowing customers to see Lego
figures and models interacting on their packages.
Since 2012, companies like Audi have been
using augmented reality to enhance print manuals
with digital apps that recognize symbols and share
information on the fly. IKEA has been adding
augmented reality to their catalogues since 2012,
most recently allowing you to placed life-size
virtual furniture in your home with promise of
more augmented reality content in the future.
WHERE DOES AR GO FROM HERE?
YOU WANT TO
SEE WHAT THIS
CHAIR LOOKS LIKE
IN YOUR LIVING
ROOM? SCAN THE
IKEA CATALOG IN
THE LOCATION
YOU DESIRE, AND,
VIOLA...INSTANT
PREVIEW!
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AUGMENTED REALITY 101

A

ugmented reality (AR) describes a type of
computer vision technology that blends
virtual content with reality. Simply put,
AR overlays digital information on top of
real-world objects.
Once limited to bulky computers,
augmented reality is now readily
usable on devices with a camera input, screen
output and processing power—just like the
smartphones and tablets we carry around on a
regular basis.
Though augmented reality is often confused
with virtual reality, the latter creates entirely
new worlds where augmented reality utilizes
the existing world to link vast amounts of
digital, virtual and online information to
physical objects.
Augmented reality not only walks the line
between reality and virtual reality, it works to
blend them together.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

There’s a lot of technical mumbo-jumbo that
goes into creating augmented reality, but it’s
essentially a combination of complex algorithms,
camera technology and sensors that gives computers (even “mini” computers like smartphones)
the ability to recognize images and objects.
In a sense, augmented reality teaches smart
devices how to recognize and react. The smart
device’s camera is instructed to search for an
image or object in the real world and display
content upon recognition. Most augmented
reality experiences employ algorithms to
ensure that once an image or object is recognized, the camera continues to recognize and
“track” it to allow live rendering of content. As
long as the camera is tracking, the content will
be displayed in real-time giving the impression
that whatever content is being seen is there in
the real world.

Currently, the primary limitation for augmented
reality is hardware. The need for an active camera
feed and processing power can be taxing, and
using handheld smart devices can sometimes feel
clumsy for interactive applications. As technology
continues to evolve and devices become more efficient, augmented reality will become an essential
tool to link the digital world to the real world.
With the rise of wearable computing and
hands-free, voice command and gesture-based
interactions, augmented reality will begin to
work its way into the everyday consumer as an
essential, ease-of-use accessibility technology
to make tasks such as urban navigation and
vehicle maintenance easier through visualization.
Information found only online will be linked to
the physical content it represents, showing you
the information you need when you need it.
Whether it’s through highly advanced
contact lenses, miniaturized heads-up displays,
or videogame-like HUDs, expect to see augmented reality shape the future for everyone from
industrialists, businessmen, teachers, students,
marketers, scientists, writers, and readers alike.
But for now, it’s still a proven and fantastic
method of engaging and activating print
audiences.

GERMAN AUTO MANUFACTURER
AUDI USES AUGMENTED REALITY
TO ENHANCE PRINT MANUALS
WITH DIGITAL APPS.

Trak Lord is the head of U.S.
Marketing for Metaio, a Munich-based
augmented reality software and solutions company. Trak travels all over
the world teaching businesses about
the power of augmented reality. He
also manages Metaio’s implementation of internal sales and marketing
solutions, and is editor of “The Augmented Blog,” a weekly
blog that offers in-depth commentary on the latest in augmented reality technology.
Summer 2014
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METRICS, METRICS, METRICS

One of the most powerful aspects of
digital marketing is our ability to generate
detailed insights on what we do, how
viewers respond and the results produced.
Now that you have sent out this amazingly
cool tweet, you will want to use Twitter
analytics dashboard to measure URL
clicks, app install attempts and retweets.
As you experiment with different
styles, voices and images, I encourage
you to use the Twitter analytics tools to
experiment and improve your results.
Happy tweeting!

TWITTER GETS
MORE VISUAL

T

witter became famous
for “tweets,” those little
140-character messages that are broadcast to the world. Twitter’s 240(ish)
million monthly active users post more
than 500 million tweets a day.
Where Facebook creates a custom
feed based largely on the perceived affinity
between the posters and the viewer, Twitter is
purely time based. It is also important to note
that 75 percent of tweets originate from a
mobile device. These factors position Twitter
as the best “real time” social media tool for
broadcasting information.
So what’s next? Twitter is both a social
technology and a set of behaviors that is
constantly evolving. If you use Twitter, you
have noted that tweets that include photos
and links attract more of your attention. In
fact, a recent study from Simply Measured
found that tweets that include photos and
links receive 150 percent more engagement
than text-only tweets.
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TWITTER CARDS

Over the last year, the Twitter team has been
working on ways to make tweets more visual
with an add-on called Twitter Cards, which
enable you to go beyond basic text and attach
media experiences to a tweet. This is more
than just the addition of an image.
OK, yes, the cards make a tweet more
visually interesting through the addition of
images, product info, videos and the like.

president of Zooka Creative, a
San Jose-based agency that
specializes in graphic design,
Web/mobile development and
POP display design/fabrication. He is on the board of
directors for the Silicon Valley
Chapter of the American Advertising Federation, and
has been a speaker at the USC School of Business,
University of Washington and PIA Expo of San Diego.

However, the real power of Twitter Cards is
in their ability to create trackable associations between tweets and media experiences
that live outside of Twitter. Simply stated, a
Twitter Card is a widget that links a tweet to
special content on your website.
Twitter Cards are powered by metatags
that you add to your website. For each URL
on your site, you can have a unique card
associated with it. By adding a short snippet
of HTML to your site, people who tweet links
to your content will have a “card” added to
the tweet that’s visible to all of their followers.
Twitter’s Web crawler will fetch the card from
your website and store it in the Twitter cache.

Want to give it a try? It’s not scary.
Trust me, you can do this in about
15 minutes. Simply:

1
2

Select a card you
want to try out.

Review the documentation
for that type of card by
visiting https://dev.twitter.com/
cards.

3
4

Add the required HTML
metatags to the page you
want to associate with the card.
Submit the specific URL
of that page to the Twitter
Card Validator Tool at https://dev.
twitter.com/docs/cards/validation/
validator.

5

After approval, tweet the
URL and see the card appear
within or below your tweet.
* It is important to note that the
Player Card and the Product
Card may take some time to
approve.

TYPES OF CARDS

Currently, there are nine different types of
Twitter Cards. Each card has been designed
for a specific purpose and optimized for the
media content it delivers. All of the cards have
metrics that can be tracked in an analytics
dashboard that shows analytics for the tweets
with Twitter Cards.
Does your company have an app? Any of
the cards noted above can include an extension that lets the viewer download your app
or, if the app is already installed on the user’s
phone or tablet, deep-link into a specific
page, tab or function within your app.
Twitter Cards help set your content apart
from the rest of the Twitter stream, increasing the likelihood that your customers will
click on and retweet your posts.

FOR ALL YOUR GRAPHIC DESIGN NEEDS.

132 STUDIO | 13SQUARED.COM | 415.255.8664

ORIGAMI BIRD: 123RF

TWITTER'S
240(ISH) MILLION
MONTHLY
ACTIVE USERS
POST MORE THAN
500 MILLION
TWEETS A DAY.

Steve Decker is

Getting
Started

Summer 2014
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What’s the
No. 1 thing
that needs
to change in
the marketing
world today?

UN-MARKETING
Or, Scott
Stratten
really
does love
kittens

Selfies as a
“professional”
profile photo
on social media.
Also no food
photos on Instagram. Maybe it’s
food selfies.

Scan this page to see
Scott's video about why
QR codes kill kittens.

What one thing should people
do on Twitter every day?
 Food selfie photos? But really, they
should be looking at the tweets from others and replying to them, instead of only
looking at who is talking at them directly.
To get value out of conversations, somebody has to start them.

Besides texting under the influence,
what is the biggest no-no in social
media?
 Scheduling and synching. It’s the old
“presence without being present.” The
socialsphere collapses in on itself when
everyone is talking and no one is listening. It’s like sending a mannequin to a
networking event. You’re there, but you’re
just not there.

How close to your everyday personality is the Scott Stratten who unabashedly tweets, hams it up on “Unpodcast” and speaks to hundreds of
people at endless speaking engagements? Will the real Scott Stratten
please stand up?
 Will Smith don’t gotta cuss in his
tweets to sell books. Well I do, so…
The great thing about my “brand” is it’s
truly me. It’s not a persona or an act. I was
acting like this when I had one follower.
Heck, I was talking like this when I was 17,
but people thought I was just an opinionated little brat. Now I’m just an old brat.
Truly though, when you are yourself, you
have no competition. I’m just lucky that it’s
a viewpoint and personality that allows me
to have a business based on it.

Dog or cat? How do we save
kittens from QR codes?
 We currently have two dogs and two
cats, but I think the cats are plotting to
kill me. And we save them by not using

and pretending QR codes never existed.
It’s for the best.

If you were to compare a typical day
in your life to a movie, TV show or
song, what would it be and why?
 I’d say “Orange is the New Black” if it
wasn’t based on women. Or a prison. Or a
women’s prison.
But I’m probably more like “Braveheart”
for consumers. I’m really more of a consumer advocate than a marketer nowadays. So picture everyone lined up on the
top of a mountain, but instead of blue
facepaint, it’s printer ink toner. And I’m
yelling, “TWWWWITTTTEEEERRRRRR!!!!!!!!”
I’m also told I look like Robert The
Bruce in the movie. You know, the guy
that betrays Braveheart. So I got that going for me.

How do you feel about Facebook’s
“6 percent” problem? How does one
get around it?
 I think if they really buckle down and
study this year, they can pull their average up to at least 8 percent. Also, creating
engagement and reactive content; people
share it. When people share it, more
people see it.
The biggest brand page problems on
Facebook is their using a newer medium
to push out the same old branding messages. Who wants to see that on their
timeline?

If, heaven forbid, you were to die tomorrow, would you have a QR code
affixed to your gravestone and, if so,
what would it take us to?
 Yes, and it would lead to www.
Nooooooooooooooo.com. But mostly because I own that site and would want the
heirs to the UnThrown to get the Google
ad dollars from it.

Scott Stratten is the president of Un-Marketing. He is an expert in viral, social and authentic marketing,
which he calls “un-marketing.” Formerly a music industry marketer, national sales training manager and a professor
at the Sheridan College School of Business, he ran his “un-agency” for nearly a decade before solely focusing on
speaking at events for companies like PepsiCo, Adobe, Saks Fifth Avenue, Deloitte and Fidelity Investments on the
viral/social media and relationship marketing landscape. Stratten has more than 165,000 Twitter followers and was
named one of the top five social media influencers in the world on Forbes.com. He has written three best-selling
books, including the recent “QR Codes Kill Kittens.” He’s currently writing “UnSelling,” due out in the fall of 2014.
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360˚

MICHAEL
OSBORNE

MICHAEL OSBORNE DESIGN

|

SAN FRANCISCO

Inspired by type, Bob Dylan and a porch swing
that hearkens to his early days growing up in the
Midwest, Michael Osborne shows us around his
San Francisco studio. PHOTOGRAPHY BY AUBRIE PICK

Scan this page to watch a
video about Osborne’s mural.

ad name
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1

“Growing up in Cincinnati, my grandparents
had a porch swing that I used to love swinging on. It’s just very soothing and relaxing. I’ve
never seen an office with one. People downstairs
always look up in the office to see if I’m ever in it.”
Scan the swing to find out more in a video.

2

Osborne found a pair of black-andwhite striped wooden gondola
poles from Venice at a garden
store 25 years ago. “They just came like

that; I haven’t touched them. I just haul them
around wherever we go.”

3

A fan of type, Osborne’s office floor is
covered with a rug laden with typefaces. “There are so many typefaces
now, but if you want to pick one sans serif
and one serif, it’s Helvetica. I don’t think that’s
Helvetica on my rugs.”

4

“The fur was my grandmother’s. I
gave it to Alice, one of my designers. My wife started doing ancestry research and we were talking about my
grandmother. I remembered the fur. I asked
Alice if she still had it and she gave it back
to me. [My grandmother] was a character.”

5

“I have these all over the office. It’s
the only way that I can work out,
write and get ideas on paper. I
would love to do a book filled with sketch
pages. There are some wacky things written
in these pages.”
Scan the scrapbooks to
find out more in a video.

6

“In high school, I had a Bob Dylan poster
hanging on my bedroom wall. One day, my
parents got mad at me for something and tore
down everything on my wall, including the poster.
Later, when I became a graphic designer, I found out
Milton Glazer designed it. He was selling the posters
again, so I bought one. This one’s a signed reissue.”
Scan the poster to find out more in a video.

7

“We have a garden, so we just decided
to get some hives. I’m working on it with
a friend of mine. We have a mentor and
joined this totally geeky thing with the San Mateo
Bee Keeper’s Guild. Bees are amazing creatures.
And this honey is just out of this world.”
Scan
the honey to find out more in a video.

8

This sculpture, made by Osborne,
is an example of works he’s done
for clients, often for nonprofit galas
and fundraising auctions. “I’ve been doing
this for the last few years. Whenever I can get
away with doing a sculpture, I do.”

9

“Why a typewriter? Because
it’s typography. We’ll use it
once in a while. We will type
something out, scan it and then actually
use the funky old type in a project.”

360˚

STUDIO
PORTFOLIO

A

s president and creative
director of Michael Osborne
Design, Osborne’s work can
be seen all around us, from
when we shop at Target
to when we buy stamps at
the post office. His work
is included in the permanent collections of the San Francisco
MOMA, the Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum, and the Smithsonian
National Postal Museum in Washington, D.C.
Osborne received his undergraduate degree at Art Center College of
Design, and his MFA at the Academy
of Art University, where he has taught
Package Design since 1991. He also
was the recipient of the AIGA Fellow
Award in the summer of 2006.
In addition to design, Osborne
is an avid collector. His collections
include pocket knives, fine art and letterpress books, heart objects, stamps
and a vintage Fiestaware pitcher.
“I think designers are prone to collect for some reason. I don’t know a
designer who doesn’t collect something. Designers collect. That’s what
they do. It’s a sickness,” he laughs.

1 2 3 R OBOT
F ART

A LONG-TIME
COLLECTOR,
OSBORNE FILLS
HIS STUDIO WITH
ITEMS THAT, HE
SAYS, CAN BE AN
INTEGRAL PART
OF THE INSPIRATION PROCESS.

.
JACK DANIELS

Michael Osborne
Design’s (MOD)
packaging work for
Brown-Forman on
the Jack Daniel’s
brand has spanned
nearly two decades.
Projects include
new product
introductions,
brand updates
and special edition
releases. Design
scope has ranged
from naming, to
label and gift boxes,
to bottle structures
and detail elements.

YOU'VE GOT IDEAS. WE'VE GOT RFs.

[
SF MOMA Graphics for use on promotional and gift merchandise in the museum’s store. The logos maintain the spirit of the
museum, adding playfulness while catching the consumer’s eye.
Logos were used on such items as hats, apparel, bookmarks, tote
bags, umbrellas, notebooks, mugs, art sets, and lunch boxes.

,
TARGET/ARCHER FARMS MOD revolu-

tionized the Archer Farms packaging design
system and created a wide array of food and
beverage products. The Archer Farms line of
products system remains robust, extending to
2,000+ SKUs making it a billion dollar brand.

,

Scan this page to watch a
video about Osborne’s art.

BRIX Conceived
at a wine club in
Sandusky, Ohio by
Dr. Nicolas Prioa,
Brix began as a line
of chocolates that
paired with various wine varietals.
Originally launched
as 8-ounce bars, Brix
is also available in
3-ounce, four-packs
and bite-sized
pieces in retail
stores nationwide.

123RF.COM

REFRESH ROYALTY FREE

[
WILLIAMS-SONOMA Known for their upscale private

brand products, Williams-Sonoma is a leading retailer in
kitchen, food and home décor. Over a 10-year period, MOD
has designed packaging for a wide array of products, from
margarita mix to pasta sauce to holiday candies.

CASE
STORY

O F

P A C K A G I N G

W

hen it comes to getting the latest album
from a heavy metal band into the clutches
of head-banging fans everywhere, surely
you just throw up the ol’ devil-horns sign
and the leather-jacketed hordes
come a runnin’, right?
That depends on the band,
really. And it depends on
whether your big-name metal
band happens to encounter the head of a bigname branding firm that specializes in seeing
the big picture.
When Grammy Award-winning metal pioneers
Metallica were hashing out the details of their 2008
release “Death Magnetic,” they’d narrowed the album
title down to a list of just four names, and hadn’t yet
moved on to the actual packaging of the thing. One
day, drummer Lars Ulrich brought his friend David
Turner by; immediately the band’s manager presented
him with the names and asked him to choose one.

Scan this page to watch a
behind-the-scenes video.
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“I said, ‘Well, the way it works in branding is you try
to understand what something’s all about, and you find
the best way to communicate that.’ ”
Turner happens to be the co-founder of branding
powerhouse Turner Duckworth, which counts
Coke and Levi’s among its clients, and gave
Amazon boxes their trademark “smile.” Not the
first person you’d think of to name a Metallica
album necessarily, but if you’re going to get
someone’s input, his is the input to get.
A brief rundown of the playlist revealed
to Turner that “a lot of these songs are either
about the attraction or repulsion of death.” This led to
an obvious title choice.
DEPICTING ‘DEATH MAGNETIC’

At this point, the first iPhone wasn’t even a year old,
and the iPad wouldn’t be introduced for another two
or three years. Branding an album with “cross media” in
mind at that time meant creating images that could 

B E R MAN
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And in the sort of drips
and splatters and
extraneous bits of paint
everywhere, you can
actually find visual
references to every other
Metallica album cover
art...And a lot of them
are really subtle...
THROUGH THE NEVER

DEATH MAGNETIC
Creative Directors
David Turner, Bruce Duckworth,
Sarah Moffat
Designers
Emily Charette, Marty O'Connor,
Jamie McCathie, Brian Labus
Photographers
Anton Corbin, Andy Grimshaw,
Craig Snelgrove, Britt Hull, David
Turner, Gavin Hurrell, Robert Daly,
Mike Kemp, Tom Schierlitz, Missouri State Highway Patrol
Group Account Director
Jessica Rogers
Production Director
Craig Snelgrove
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easily translate to CD packaging, websites,
posters and T-shirts.
Turner Duckworth subverted metal
norms by going for a white cover rather
than the traditional dark one, and made
two choices that quickly became iconic.
The first was refurbishing the band’s
original logo, the first letter in particular.
“In our world, we talk about equity,”
says Turner. “It had a lot of equity in it. It’s
still something that the fans recognize.”
It was also subtly in keeping with the
band’s choice of Rick Rubin to produce
the record; Rubin has had a reputation for
helping acts such as Johnny Cash return to
their musical roots.
The second choice was to use a white
coffin as the central theme for the cover.
“That one was a pretty literal expression of the idea of death and magnetism
brought together, being a grave with the
dirt arranged in this sort of magnetic field
pattern around it.”

They made a coffin about one-third
normal scale, dug a hole, arranged the dirt
and had a London photographer capture
the image. That coffin shape was then
die cut through the entire center of the
Digipak like an open grave.
Not only was the coffin used on the
cover, it graced T-shirts (arranged with the
lightning-bolt M of the logo emanating
from it) and became the theme for a special
boxed edition, as well as for something
much, much larger.
“They’d actually built an entire stage set
around the idea,” recalls Turner. “About 15
of us from the studio went to a Metallica
concert and we look up and there is this
vast articulated lighting rig made entirely
out of the coffins from our design—it was
really a cool moment!”
“Death Magnetic” won a Grammy
Award for “Best Recording Package” (2009).
METALLICA GOES HOLLYWOOD

When it came time to create the central
image for the band’s 2013 IMAX 3-D music
concept film “Metallica Through the
Never,” smartphones and iPads had come
into their own. Yet Turner Duckworth
again began with the idea of creating
another strong central image—something
even more important in an age of screens
that are much smaller than those of
desktop PCs.
For the poster, they concentrated on
one of the film’s characters, who wears
a kerchief over his nose and mouth. The
cloth was morphed into a monochrome

Metallica concert scene, complete with the
coffin-shaped light rigs inspired by “Death
Magnetic.” Whether used on ticket stubs,
lobby cards or enormous venue barriers,
the image had the same strong impact.
It was with the movie soundtrack
branding, however, that Turner Duckworth truly hit it out of the park. With
only a standard CD Digipak to work with,
they laid “Never” in white letters over
the black case, and then superimposed a
slash-in-circle sign over the word. If you
look closely, you’ll see that the end of the
slash is the Metallica “M” from the “Death
Magnetic” cover, and the whole thing looks
like it was stenciled on. In other words,
Metallica through the Never.
The packaging gets more intricate still.
A die-cut card that looks like it’s been
freshly slathered with red paint was placed
over the actual album cover.
“And in the sort of drips and splatters
and extraneous bits of paint everywhere,
you can actually find visual references
to other Metallica album cover art,” says
Turner. “A lot of them are really subtle.”
One of the least hidden: The entire
package unfolds into the shape of an
enormous white cross, evoking the field
of white crosses on the cover of the band’s
most famous album, “Master of Puppets.”
Really?
“Well,” says Turner with a chuckle,
“we’re pretty obsessive over here.”

Design Director
Brian Steele
Creative Directors:
David Turner, Bruce Duckworth,
Sarah Moffat
Designers
Brian Steele, Tyler Brooks, Oliver Lo
Photographer
Peter Hapak
Group Account Director
Jessica Rogers
Production Director
Craig Snelgrove

Turner Duckworth has offices in London and San
Francisco, and is well known for its work with Coca
Cola, Levi's and Amazon among many others.
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Scan this page to watch a
video about this Case Story.
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Grabbing Cross
Media by the

rooster tail

In the competitive world of
restaurants, it pays to be chicken.
BY SABINE LENZ
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Scan the chicken image
to watch a video about
the photo shoot.

W

hen the gods aren’t too upset with
you, they send you the types of
bread-and-butter jobs that keep
your fortunes afloat: a website,
stationery and business-card
combo, perhaps, nothing fancy.
But occasionally the gods smile on you and
you get the opportunity to create an entire
three-dimensional customer experience from
scratch.
The gods clearly enjoy the work of San
Francisco’s MINE studio, as they were brought
in to create an entire user experience—for a
restaurant. The studio’s mission was to “define
the brand, the attitude, the personality, the
look and feel” for the American rotisserie
chicken restaurant Roostertail in San Fran-

cisco’s Fillmore area, explains MINE principal
and creative director Christopher Simmons.
Signage, logo, décor, menus, website, business cards—everything was up for grabs. And
MINE made some daring choices; you don’t
often get the word “carcass” showing up in the
description of a restaurant logo, after all.
And in this game of chicken, Roostertail
never blinked, trusting the studio’s instincts
every step of the way. That’s because they
recognized that restaurant design, like every
cross-media project, is really about the art of
telling a story—or tail if you prefer.

To really
appreciate the
complexity of this
design challenge,
watch the video by
scanning the rooster
on the previous page
with your smartphone
or tablet.

|

3

2

The website is like
the restaurant itself:
full of surprises.

Tintype
chicken
photos were
blown-up
digitally and
printed on
galvanized
steel.

Christopher Simmons is principal and creative director
of MINE in San Francisco. He and his team have created
memorable work for Facebook, Microsoft, Chronicle
Books, and many others.
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"The menu system
we designed for
the wall menu is
completely modular." Each panel is
magnetic.

Like the
bamboobased menu
system, the
"Open" sign
is digitally
printed on
wood veneer.

Don't "underestimate your
client in terms of
their... willingness
to take a risk."

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Christopher
Simmons

DESIGNER

Nathan Sharp

INTERN

Chris Cowans

PHOTOGRAPHY
Christopher
Simmons

6

With a modern twist
on Victorian type, the
tray liners and food
wrappers list all the
menu items available.
Summer 2014
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20 20
vision with josh chen
In the right hands, a cross-media
campaign does far more than create a
bridge between print and digital—it weaves
an entirely different world around its
target audience. And if it’s Chen Design
Associates’ identity for the Brownie and
Madam Optical Co. (browniemadam.com),
it’s a world that harkens back to
a gentler, more stylish time.
 By A a r o n B e r m a n
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PROJECT TIMELINE
APRIL 2013

logo identity finalized

JUNE

website development begins

AUGUST

multiple packaging pieces
(cases, tote, cards, etc.)
rolled out through the
end of this month

OCTOBER 1

website launched after all
products have been photographed, three rounds of
approvals and testing; the
print catalog was produced
simultaneously.

THE CLIENT

If you’re tired of coughing up
a small fortune at your local,
same-day, glasses-making
chain, then you’ve spotted the
same niche in the marketplace
that Menlo Park, California
optometrist Alpa Shroff and
her husband Nik discovered
early in 2013. Aiming to
eliminate the middleman, the
couple created a business that
was also designed specifically
to help mothers support their
families by selling “finely
crafted and fashionable”
glasses.
It’s a long tradition they
honored by naming their new
Brownie and Madam Optical
Co. after 1950s Tupperware
home parties pioneer Brownie
Wise and Madam C.J. Walker,
who amassed a fortune selling
hair care products to African
Americans in the 1900s.
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A CERTAIN NOSTALGIA

When it came time to craft
an identity for Brownie and
Madam (B&M), Chen Design
Associates (CDA) used the
historic namesakes as a
jumping-off point to associate
the brand with the quality and
workmanship many associate
with the “good old days.”
“We naturally built off of
their vintage-inspired business
name and rich background
story,” explains CDA public
relations manager Kathryn
Hoffman. “In concert with this,
we provide a visual language
that expresses a refined,
cohesive identity and message
that’s authentic to them.”
In this case, the visual
language is a series of design
cues that call to mind early
editions of Sears & Roebuck
catalogs, and letterpress cards
and brochures from the turn

of the last century. Take
the B&M logo:
“Inspired by a vintage
1890s-1900s aesthetic, but
with a modern perspective, the
logo for Brownie and Madam
illustrates two inviting, vintagestyle wooden chairs, mirroring
the personal relationship
between company representative and customer,” explains the
design firm’s website.
It pursued a similar
vibe with the printed collateral: business cards, product
catalog, carbonless triplicate
order forms and even thankyou cards.

It’s a challenge CDA rose
to by choosing to eschew
graphics beyond the company’s
logo, instead leaning heavily
on the same period typeface
that adorns B&M’s real-world
products. Ironically, the spell
of nostalgia is only broken on
those pages that display images
of the company’s eyewear.
“Thankfully, we were not
trying to recreate a bygone
era online, but rather reference, honor and expand our
contemporary take on their
vintage inspiration,” says
Hoffman.

THE CROSS-MEDIA TOUCH

Yet it was the way that CDA
transferred this “good old days”
feel to other media that really
helped Brownie and Madam
seem a cut above.
Eyeglasses sample case
and tote: This beautiful box
holds 18 pairs of glasses and
features the B&M logo in gold

foil on the lid. The case neatly
fits inside a matching brown
leather or canvas tote with the
same logo.
Glasses mailer: Orders
arrive in a simple brown
cardboard box boasting the
B&M logo and name on
the outside, and the legend
“Beauty, Quality, Integrity” on
the inside.
Distinctive, playful eyeglasses cases: One version features
the B&M logo and name, and
could easily be mistaken for
grandma’s cigarette purse from
back in the day. The other is
awash with floral prints and
profile silhouettes.
Cleaning cloths: CDA
racked up a new personal
first when it printed on an
inkjet-friendly lens-cleaning
cloth material. On one side,
a quote in the form of an eye

chart: “Well-behaved women
seldom make history.” On the
other, the same quote over a
delightful photograph of four
’20s-era women waist-deep in
a body of water enjoying a spot
of tea.
“Every digital press is a little
bit different,” says Hoffman.
“And we didn’t have the opportunity to check it on press,
so we mostly had to make sure
the files were set up cleanly
and hope for the best!”
Never mind that…where
on earth did they dig up that
wonderful photograph?
“Isn’t that fun,” says Hoffman. “But we’re not telling you
all our secrets!”
Chen Design Associates in San
Francisco boasts clients ranging from
Adobe Systems and Neenah Paper to
The North Face.

creative director

joshua c. chen

art directors

joshua c. chen,
max spector

designers

max spector,
wes mitchell,
kimberly low,
michael ater

product
photography

wes mitchell

NOSTALGIA ONLINE

Reproducing the lure of early
20th-century aesthetics in
print is one thing; it’s quite
another to successfully continue that same atmosphere
on the Web.
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PROJECT
FROM
HELL

THE MAGICAL
MYSTERY ACCOUNT
The following story is true. Only
the names and products have been
changed to protect everyone’s pride.
Yeah, OK. In hindsight, they
probably should’ve taken some
precautions the moment this guy
arrived at their door talking about
marketing an all-natural, good-foryou beverage. There was just a little
too much of the peace-and-love vibe
about him, you know?
“The client was completely
naïve to the design process and
had never been down this path
before,” says Fred. “He was kind of
a hippy-dippy guy.”
Hippy Dip was fine through
the first creative presentation.
However, by the end of the second,
reservations he had about just how
clean and professional the product’s
packaging was looking ended with
a sudden and expensive attack of
conscience.
“He didn’t want to go for the suggested look and feel because he felt
like he was selling out,” says Fred.
Adds Wilma, “He was living a
very alternative lifestyle and felt like
going with something that might
actually be successful and look
professional was a violation of his
personal…something.”

Hippy Dip blithely floated on out
of the studio without handing over
a dime. Thirty-plus hours of work
floated out with him—they hadn’t
had him sign a thing.
In the years that followed, Fred
would bump into Hippy Dip at various food shows that came through
town.
“When I saw him, knowing this
guy didn’t pay us the $9,000 to
$10,000 he was supposed to…” But
Fred kept things civil.
Five years later, Fred took a chance
and emailed Hippy Dip suggesting
they take another stab at updating
his beverage packaging. Back came a
message telling him that the company
had a new owner who wouldn’t mind
hearing Fred and Wilma’s ideas. More
recently, the new owner had picked
up an investor and wanted to know
if their studio could handle websites
and social media as well as advertising and other promotions.
“We’re not going to necessarily
make up what we lost dollar wise,
but at least we’re going to use some
of the art that we originally created,”
says Fred.
And payment? Half up front.
“We already got the check in fact,”
admits Wilma.
Karma, man.
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DIGITAL

Zooka Creative campaigns that integrate
seamlessly across multiple channels including
web, social, print, and in-store for epic results.
What can we do for you?
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Have a story to share? You know the type: The project that was
doomed from the start or the client that you really should’ve passed on. Send
your story to editor@vmastoryboard.com and you just might find it in a future
issue. Don’t worry—stories are always made anonymous before they see print.
One word of warning: Suggest a fictional name for yourself and your company,
or we’ll have to dream them up for you.

CROSS MEDIA

VIDEO

RETAIL

We focus mainly on consumer facing initiatives.
If you sell product online or in-store, Zooka is
the premier option to help drive awareness
and increase sales.

Contact us at:

ZOOKACREATIVE.COM
408.428.9665

Have an idea?
We have a solution!

SHEET FED | HEATSET WEB | OPEN WEB | DIGITAL
WIDE FORMAT | BANNERS | MAILING SERVICES

916.442.8100 | www.commerceprinting.com
VISUAL MEDIA ALLIANCE
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